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To make a slipper that will fit a life-sized adult
elephant, begin with an 8-foot square of extremely
sturdy paper.  Tyvek HomeWrap® works well.
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“That’s a
big slipper!”
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White side up,
valley-fold in half.

Valley-fold and unfold.

Valley-fold lightly, estimating thirds.

Valley-fold the top point
down. If it does not land on
the bottom edge, readjust
the fold in step 3. Valley-fold and unfold.

Unfold the top flap.

Reverse-fold the right flap.

Mountain-fold.

Valley-fold, making
sure to go under the
indicated flap.

Insert the flap into
the white pocket

Turn over.

Mountain-fold the two flaps inside
the pocket, estimating fourths.



Open the top pocket, and insert a
finger (or perhaps a hand) and burrow
out a space the shape of an elephant’s
foot.  The cut-away view shows the
internal folded edge that needs to be
pushed downward.

The Elephant Slipper
is ready to wear to bed.
Note: It’s simpler
slipping slippers on
sleeping elephants.
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Rose Finger Puppet
Now you can make your finger blossom into a rose.  If you
put one on each finger you’ll have a beautiful bouquet.
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Sign language for “Flower Power.”
Note: You don’t need to cut off your
other two fingers to effectively make this
sign. However, adding the origami flower
really helps!

Begin by folding
steps 1-10 of the
Elephant Slipper.
Valley-fold the
indicated edge.
The model will not
lie flat.
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Repeat on the other
three edges.
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90º

Open the same pocket and
squash it downward and to
the left.

In progress. Squash complete.  View the
model slightly from the right.

Reverse-fold the corner
into the pocket.

Rotate 90º.

The flower is essentially
done, but, as an added
touch, you can fold the
indicated corners to the
outsides.

Reverse-fold as shown
(into the pocket on the
right side)


